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Best Html5 and Css3 Responsive Templates STAR HOTEL - Hotel &amp; Resort HTML5 Template Star Hotel is fully responsive multipurpose html5 premium web template, built with bootstrap frames. It is specially designed for hotels, restaurants, hostels, resorts and any kind of accommodation business. Star Hotel is a corporate, unique
and very attractive design that will help increase your business presence online. Boka - Bootstrap 4 Onepage Html5 Template Boka is a responsive onepage multipurpose template for Medical, Construction, Corporate &amp; Web Agency. Its based on Bootstrap 4 and HTML5, fast-loading and code is well annotated ie easy to customize.
Responsive layout Lots of opportunity for presentation Ajax contact form Clean and well annotated code Music - A Fresh Band, DJ &amp; Music Studio html5 Template Music Template for Singer, Band and Dj website - A Bootstrap based HTML Template for Music related website. This is a complete music template including Music Audio
Player with playlist, Contact, About Band, About Singer, Concert, Contact, Blog and all other necessary pages. Music is the complete template for music agency or single singer. It is responsively designed for HTML. It is multi-device supported &amp; cross browser compatible. If you are facing a problem, don't forget to ask questions or
contact us for support. Thank you for purchasing our product. Doorstep Cleaning - Cleaning HTML5 Template Doorstep Cleaning is designed for cleaning, laundry, washing, floor cleaning &amp; Multipurpose Business. This template has beautiful and unique designs that will be best suited for your online web presence. It has 100%
responsive design and tested on all larger handheld devices. This template comes with the necessary features for your online presence like projects, blog, testimonial and team page etc. COOPER | MultiPurpose HTML5 Template Cooper is a creative, elegant, modern, clean and responsive HTML5/CSS3 App landing page based on
Bootstrap. Compatible with desktop, laptop, table, mobile, or any device. Cooper is simple and clean design Anyone can use this template showcase any product and customize as his wishes. All files are clearly organized we think it will be easy to use and edit them. Anyone can customize this template as his wishes. Arch Pro -
Architecture HTML5 Template Namos is a complete and versatile HTML template that's perfect for creative portfolios — from bloggers and freelancers to video production. Whether you want to present a collection of work, inspiration, products or services, this portfolio template has every detail covered. Regain - Clean &amp; Minimal
Personal vCard HTML5 Template Regain is a great vCard HTML template. HTML files are well organized and named accordingly, so it's very easy to change any and all the designs you can convert it to Wordpress, Joomla or other CMS. The design is very clean modern, and also very easily adapt with Bootstrap 3. Feel free to get
support as we love to help our customers. Customers. - Multipurpose Responsive eCommerce Template Inspira - Multipurpose Responsive eCommerce Template is a clean and elegant design - suitable for sale of clothing, fashion, high fashion, men fashion, women's fashion, accessories, digital, children, watches, jewelry, book, shoes,
children, furniture, sports, tools ..... It has a full responsive width automatically adjusts to any screen size or resolution. KODAL - Personal Portfolio HTML5 Template Kyma is a clean and modern a page App landing page HTML Template, great for startups, creative agency's, SASS companies, personal portfolio, online reservations, it is
intended for people who want more from an HTML template, for developers or graphic designers who want to use this design for a particular content platform, for people who have basic knowledge of HTML/CSS or even for the nearby neighbor who is a carpenter and wants to put his services online. Note that this is not a WordPress
theme. If you want this design for WordPress, click on the banner below. Web design | Free web templates | Web Design Portfolio | Affordability | PaymentsFree Web Templates The following websites offer a wide range of both free and premium paid web templates and have been listed in alphabetical order. If you would like to add a link
to your site here, please send the relevant information.andreasviklund.com Andreas Viklund is a web designer from Jokkmokk, northern Sweden. Includes free website templates that anyone can download and use to build their own websites or themes. Next to XHTML/CSS templates, there are a number of themes for WordPress and
useful tutorials. www.andreasviklund.comChocoTemplates ChocoTemplates.com offers professionally designed Premium Web Templates, email templates and mobile templates. The templates are ready to use and can be downloaded immediately. www.chocotemplates.comdcarter design dcarter design is a one-man design team that
specializes in creating standards compliant website templates. These templates are free to use and can provide an internet presence for small businesses or individuals who want a simple, stylish, modern website. www.dcarter.co.ukflypixel Hundreds of awesome web and UI design freebies. www.flypixel.comFree Templates Online Free
web templates presented here are instant to download and are primarily intended to make a website building process completely seamless. Whether you are a web design newbie trying to educate yourself or a professional looking for new creative ideas, you are sure to find the layout that you will consider worthy of downloading and using
in your project. www.freetemplatesonline.comFree web templates A huge collection of 3400+ free website templates, WP themes and more on the largest community-driven free web design site. www.freewebtemplates.com HTML5 UP Responsive HTML5 and CSS3 site templates developed by @n33co. Template Monster Welcome the
best and the largest collection of website templates online. Templatemonster Templatemonster web templates designed and developed by experts in the field. www.templatemonster.comtemplated A collection of 846 free CSS and HTML5 site templates, designed &amp; built by Cherry + AJ and published under Creative Commons.
www.templated.cow3layouts Download Free Responsive Mobile Website Templates designed on HTML5 CSS3, which is 100% Mobile friendly. w3layouts templates are responsive cross browser supported, premium quality world class design. www.w3layouts.com Zerotheme For the best html5 template or responsive website template
that is HTML5/CSS3 compatible, fully responsive, grid system and easily customizable. www.zerotheme.com Add your own websiteIf you want to add a link to your site here, please send the relevant information. Zero - Responsive HTML Template Bootstrap 3 HTML responsive template with lots of options for blog, portfolio and website
solutions. You can choose from several solutions for your website: Business, landing, creative. We have included 2 premium plugins in zero template: Slider Revolution and uSquare - responsive grid. There is also a horizontal paralax slider, a must see. Supported browsers for Zero - Responsive HTML Template Zero - Responsive HTML
Template Features Bootstrap 3.0Entire Zero template is controlled through bootstraps columns and elements. The version of bootstrap is 3.0 Sliding responsive menu Responsive menu is enabled when you hit certain rezolution and it works with swipe action (from left to right) Horizontal paralax sliderBo on creative version of the website
and on the Parallax slider page you can see the example of a horizontal parallax slider in action Clean &amp; flatThe overall concept of the template is pure flat elements along the entire theme responsive. Sliding blogA of the possibilities of blog page is sliding blog function, where you can slide-open blog posts without going to blog post
page Countdown hoursOn About Us page you will find a countdown hours with circular motion Parallax elementsAll along the website there are lots of cool looking parallax elements Cross-browser supportZero – responsive HTML template looks good on all major browsers W3C ValidatedLelate is W3C Validated Boxed and wideI sliding
options panel to the right of the screen you can choose between the 2 layouts, boxed and wide. Change log Version 2.0 - 21/02/2014 - Fixed issues: - Optimized JavaScript - Fixed some responsive errors - Lots of small HTML fixes All images used in the example are for demo purposes only. All images are copyrighted and licensed to
their respective authors and owners. All prices are in US dollars and exclude vat All prices are in US dollars and exclude vat All prices are in US dollars and exclude vat All prices are in US dollars and exclude VAT
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